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Coblation® technique and anchor design stiches in obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) surgery

Isabelle Nibelle, K.Bali, M.Osman, A. Alnakshaband and F.Kanaan
Al Ain Hospital, UAE

Objective: To describe an original conservative surgical technic in sleep apnea surgery who is combining the use of the 
Coblation® technique and anchor designed stiches
Introduction: Obstructive Sleep Apnea  (OSA) is a sleep disorder that involves cessation or significant decrease in airflow in the 
presence of breathing effort. This is a common disease who impact the quality of life and is inducing long term co morbidities. 
Sleepiness is one of the potentially most morbid symptoms of sleep apnea, owing to the accidents that can occur because of 
it. Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) is the standard treatment option for OSA but surgery can be considered for 
surgical correction of the upper airway. We report a conservative surgical procedure who combined new technology and new 
material.
Material-Method: We describe a conservative surgical procedure who combined the use of the Coblation®technic and the 
anchor design stiches. After tonsillectomy (if required), the soft palate is hanged thanks to stiches between the Palatopharyngeal 
muscle and the Hamulus with the help of anchor design stiches. This acts on the lateral airway collapse (Expansion Sphincter 
Pharyngoplasty). Resection of a mild rectangular mucosa of the soft palate is performed with coblation, followed by uvulectomy 
by coblation. This acts on the antero-posterior airway collapse. 
Results: Post-operative care required strong painkiller. The healing is usually easy. 
The final result can be appreciated after 4 to 6 weeks with improvement of snoring and quality of sleep; objective test shows 
improvement EPWOTH Score. Coblation® allows fine dissection, controlled section and simultaneous coagulation. There is 
no collateral damage. But Coblation® needs a learning curved and is expensive. We use anchor design stiches (Stratafix) with 
antibacterial (Polydioxanone) monofilament, synthetic absorbable device prepared from the polyester. It helps surgeons to 
easily manage tension and control approximation during closure. The anchor design delivers multiple points of fixation for a 
best postoperative result
Conclusion: Coblation® technique and anchor design stiches in Obstructive Sleep Apnea surgery is conservative with excellent 
outcomes. The key of the good outcomes results in the indication. This is for mild to moderate sleep apnea patient with 
anatomical features who can explained the collapse. Patient needs to have an obstructive sleep apnea with lateral and antero-
posterior collapse airway. Anatomical preoperative assessment is crucial and the help of the sleep drug induced endoscopy a 
must.  
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